Harkins Theatre

Application

50,000 cubic feet of Foam-Control® EPS15 Geofoam was installed as lightweight stadium seating fill at the Northfield Harkins Theatre in Denver, Colorado.

Project Details

Winter 2006, Colorado Construction Inc. required a material that would be quick and easy to install in addition to being less expensive than traditional steel framing used in similar stadium seating applications. 50,000 cubic feet of EPS15 Geofoam was used to create risers for the stadium seating at Northfield Harkins Theatre in Denver, CO. 14” x 4’ x 8’ Foam-Control® EPS15 Geofoam blocks were installed in the 18-Plex theatre.

Sub-Contractor, Kirk Harmon of Maximus stated “ACH provided excellent product, coupled with great customer service.”
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